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Abstract
This article seeks to underscore the need
for a broader historical framework for
understanding belonging in Mandate
Palestine in order to incorporate nonsettler migrants. Using the notion of
“home” and situating physical houses
and structures of home, I investigate
the stories of certain migrants who
came to Palestine not as part of the
settler-colonial, Zionist movement
but nonetheless with the hope to settle
and reside there alongside and within
Arab societies and communities. These
individuals, from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds and situations,
positioned themselves as “indigenous”
in order to maintain their homes and
residences in the territory. I interrogate
the physical realities and emotional
sentiments of “home” as Palestine
transitioned from an imperial to a national
space. As part of this transition, many
of these migrants came to be classified
by the British authorities as illegally
resident in Palestine. Unable to claim
any legal status of indigeneity and not
entirely able to integrate themselves as
settlers, both more prosperous migrants
and more marginalized migrants
made articulated intimate pleas and
legitimizations of belonging. Ultimately,
the histories here lead to the question of
how historians of the Mandate can know
who is “at home” in Palestine during the
decades before the Nakba and who gets
to make that determination.
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In 1946, Muhammad Mustafa Y., a native of Hama in Syria and a resident of Jaffa
for the previous sixteen years, received a deportation order issued by the Palestine
government. Muhammad had arrived in Palestine in 1930, joining his mother and
brother who had lived in Jaffa since the 1920s. According to the Mandate’s attorneygeneral, the police and government based the deportation order on Muhammad’s
lack of respect for the law “since he has obviously been evading the frontier
controls for many years.”1 In other words, the government deemed Muhammad an
illegal migrant, having entered Palestine without legal permission. Addressing the
Mandate’s high commissioner in a response to the deportation order, Muhammad
refuted the notion he was a migrant, illegal or otherwise, and insisted, “I am [of]
Palestinian nationality at present.” He begged the authorities to postpone the order,
arguing that his wife had just given birth and the family could hardly be expected
to return on foot to Syria, a place where they had no family, job prospects, or house.
The emotional struggle against the prospect of deportation impacted Muhammad’s
wider family, too. His brother, ‘Abd al-Ghani, a lawful permanent resident of
Palestine, submitted an appeal to the high commissioner and the colonial secretary
in London. ‘Abd al-Ghani wrote that although the family originated in Syria, he and
his mother had permanent residence in Jaffa. He owned a barbershop and another
commercial storefront there, and Muhammad worked as his brother’s “right hand
man” in both. Referencing the brothers’ elderly mother, ‘Abd al-Ghani stressed:
“We live here as one family and one heart.” If Muhammad had to leave Palestine,
he would be ruined financially and materially, especially since he had no ties to
anyone living in Syria nor a home there.2
Muhammad’s story is one of many varied and striking pleas by migrants to remain
at “home” during the Mandate period. Palestine became a magnet for temporary
laborers from Syria and Egypt after 1918, but the history of migration for manual,
agricultural, or infrastructure work between regions in Greater Syria and throughout
the eastern Mediterranean stretches back further.3 From the nineteenth to the midtwentieth century, migrant workers and refugees not only made their homes in cities
and towns across the Levant, but “made” cities and towns themselves. From villages
such as Samakh and Caesarea settled by Algerian and Bosnian Muslims respectively,
to Amman, settled by Circassian refugees, “homeland” became a flexible concept for
individuals and communities on the move in the industrialized late nineteenth century.4
The rapid industrialization in Palestine’s coastal cities contributed to new labor
migration patterns after 1918, and the British Army regularly employed Iraqi and
Egyptian Arabs for infrastructure projects. Older migration patterns continued to ferry
non-Palestinians, such as Druze and other Arabs from the Hawran (southern Syrian
region east of the Golan), into Palestine for seasonal agricultural work.5 The booming
citrus industry required agricultural labor and labor in the form of lightermen and
stevedores to load cases of the fruit to export after the harvest. Often the migration
patterns of Arabs born on the other side of the post–World War I borders were not
so different from those of rural Palestinians who traveled to the coast for work.6
Meanwhile, Armenians and other refugees and displaced migrants also came to
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Palestine to settle with relatives or to start life anew, and Middle Eastern Jews came
for employment prospects, familial ties, or refuge.
Some migrant laborers who came to Palestine for employment spent their
formative late adolescence and early adulthood living in mostly rented homes or
rooms in villages, towns, and cities. With the transition in the early twentieth century
from seasonal, male-dominated labor migration in the agricultural sector to longerterm, low-wage employment spurred by industrialization and urbanization along the
coast of Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt, male workers more frequently brought
wives and children with them or married and settled in host territories. Refugees, too,
such as Armenians and, later, Greeks settled in Palestine and took on jobs. Displaced
persons and entire families, such as Middle Eastern Jews from Iraq, did the same. Like
migrant workers, these individuals made their home in Palestine while the Mandate
administration viewed their presence as contrary to immigration laws, categorizing
them as illegal immigrants unauthorized to reside in the territory and thus liable for
deportation.
In this article, I interrogate the physical realities and emotional sentiments of
“home” in Palestine as this territory transitioned from an imperial to a national space,
using microhistories to understand how migrants and deportees who were part of this
nationalizing-space defended their connection to it. Despite the romanticization and
sensationalism that can characterize stories of immigrants and deported migrants,
I am concerned with such individuals as “ordinary” people. The homes described
here belonged to less prosperous migrants and refugees who settled in Palestine. The
article addresses how these individuals and families dealt with the administrative
structures of the state in the 1930s and 1940s even as the government classified them
as “illegal.” It is concerned with the sense of home as the place for which – rather than
from which – migrants left. Maggie Leung eloquently describes the multiple tangible
and metaphorical notions of “home” as
particularly intriguing for those who are often en route, crossing borders,
embedded in webs of always transforming social relations . . . who are
identified with multiple places. For some in migrancy, “home” is where
they originally come from, a place of nostalgia; for others, “home” is the
place for which they have left, a new way of life; some make home in
their migrancy . . . while some have multiple homes.7
Home, in the cases I describe, is to be distinguished from homeland. For migrants,
these two places are not one and the same.8
The migrants whose histories are explored here cannot be neatly identified as
Zionist Jews or as Palestinian Arabs. Yet, they identified with the space of Palestine
as its rightful residents. I argue that neither nationalist narratives (in which Mandate
Palestine is inhabited by Jews and Palestinians) nor settler colonial narratives (in
which Mandate Palestine is inhabited by settlers and indigenous Arabic-speakers)
fully account for the complexity of lives lived in Palestine in which Armenians,
Syrians, Lebanese, Iraqis, Greeks, and others participated in social, economic, and
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political spheres. These people were not at home in Palestine because they were not
its native sons (abna’ al-balad), nor were they colonists (who crafted themselves as
natives through their settlement of Eretz Yisra’el). Rather, they made their homes
there out of choice or necessity and appealed to a notion of citizenship and belonging
that was not rooted in historical connections or birth but rather their residence in and
use of Palestine’s space.
This article traces three main understandings of this belonging to “home.” First,
migrants laid claim to residence and belonging by virtue of civic participation:
individuals identified as productive members of society through employment, trade,
or ownership of businesses and thus their payment of taxes and contribution to
the economy and society. Second, they understood Palestine as their home simply
because they had been there a long time and put down roots by having children and
owning houses. Finally, displaced migrants, especially refugees and orphans, had
no other “home” whether in physical reality or in their memories with which to
associate themselves. Darryl Li has pointed out with regard to the Bosnian population
of pre-1948 Palestine that such migrants “enriched” the category of “Palestinian.”9
Accounting for these lives troubles nationalist assumptions of a natural link between
people and their home(land). Through migrants’ responses to deportation and removal
as chronicled through documentary material, the following sections interrogate
who decides how one’s place of residence in Palestine can actually become home.
Meanwhile, both migrants’ evocations of home and the Mandate legislation targeting
and differentiating migrants were inflected by gender and class.
A growing historiography of late Ottoman and Mandate Palestine devotes attention
to groups who do not fit into the Palestinian Arab/Jew dichotomy, including Sephardim
and Middle Eastern Jews.10 While Palestinian and Arab historians and sociologists
have long used the framework of settler colonialism to demonstrate the development
of structures of power and dispossession before and after 1948, this framing
obscures a plethora of experiences, histories, agencies, and meaningful interactions
by Palestine’s residents with each other, with outsiders, and with those structures
of power.11 More recent approaches emphasize and are threaded through with the
narratives and consequences of settler colonialism, including its impact on peasants,
Bedouin, urban-dwellers, the middle classes, and citizenship as a legal status.12 Yet,
as nationalist and settler-colonial approaches remain the hegemonic and dominant
counter-hegemonic terms of reference, respectively, in histories of the Mandate and
1948, the experiences of individuals who straddle or fit outside of their categories of
analysis remain obscured, or at best ill-defined.
Finally, this article considers larger questions of how the history of Palestine and
settler colonialism are written and why these questions matter. How might expanding
the category of “indigenous” help us try to understand non-settler migration into
Palestine? Indigeneity here does not only correspond to birth in Palestine nor to
genealogy and ancestry. Rather, the non-migrant and non-settler, whether born in
Palestine or not, maintains a connection to the land itself and a belonging to social
formations that operate exclusively in places considered Palestinian or part of
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Palestine. At the same time, the settler/indigenous binary is not black and white; it is
a historically imposed structure rather than an essential characteristic of Palestine’s
societal makeup and relations. Indigenous and non-indigenous are imperfect terms
because most of the migrants under consideration were local to different parts of the
Ottoman Empire, and so are not settler-migrants in the traditional sense, but integrated
into Palestinian localities and defined themselves in relation to these localities’ existing
social and cultural landscape, rather than a settler one.
Yet the terms do matter here, in part because Mandate officials’ understanding
of who could claim indigenous status in Palestine shaped the distribution of rights
to reside there, and in part because this distribution of rights produced the settlercolonial structure into which migrants were absorbed. Thus, I ask to what extent
formerly-Ottoman Arabs from Syria, for instance, who appear in the cases presented
below, present themselves as indigenous in the context of their residency in Palestine.
What of Iraqi or Egyptian Arabs or Armenians from Anatolia? None are indigenous
to Palestine in the sense that it was their birthplace, and this left them vulnerable to
deportation even after decades of residence. More complex still is the situation of Jews
from Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Kurdistan, and elsewhere who came to Palestine for work,
as refugees or to be near family. Their migration was not motivated by Zionism and
they, too, faced deportation for illegal residence. Should we view these individuals
and families as settlers or migrants?13 As Jewish migrants, many inevitably became
part of a settler society even as others’ experiences of deportation and losing homes
can be viewed in the same light as those of Armenian or Syrian migrants.14
The efforts of Mandate authorities to remove from Palestine those deemed to have
no legal claim to residency produced a paper trail of petitions, letters, court cases, and
transcripts of in-person pleas against deportation orders. These sources communicate
knowledge gained through visceral experience by marginalized migrants, what Joan
Scott calls “evidence of experience.”15 They allow for a reassessment of the relationship
between mobile persons and the state, including how states differentiate between
migrant groups and how this difference operated in terms of policies on residence
and deportation. Such documents also illuminate migrants’ views of the colonial
state in Palestine, as they assumed roles as advocates to make claims on houses and
homes. In doing so, they offer a counterpoint to the bureaucratic classifications that
British officials inscribed onto migrants in order to separate them from indigenous
Palestinians and Zionist settlers. Petitions also contained personal and intimate details,
painting a picture of everyday life and the realities faced by migrants.16 Responses
to petitions, letters, and court cases also offer opportunities to examine the ways in
which Palestine’s officials used language and imagery to legitimize the legislation
on citizenship and residency and to unpack Mandate officials’ interpretations of their
own legislation.
The article first briefly contextualizes the link between immigration and deportation
policies in British-administered Palestine, and how these together impacted migrants.
I then turn to the invocations of “home” – in both its physical and emotional meanings
– in the testimonies and pleas of migrants facing deportation. The article assesses the
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ways class, gender, and extended family structures were intimately linked to the kinds
of belonging articulated by those seeking to remain in Palestine. Here, home is evoked
in varied ways by workers and capitalists, pregnant women and single men, parents
and their children, as well as by different communities. Homes appear in archival
documents as material structures of belonging, emotional and physical investments,
and manifestations of livelihoods. After the inauguration of deportation policies in the
1930s, homes and storefronts also became sites of potential incrimination; applications
for permits to build, repair, or extend such structures inadvertently exposed applicants
as residing in Palestine without permission. These sites also politicized the home for
migrants and noncitizens.17 Such insights have been difficult to recover in colonial
settings generally, and in the case of Mandate Palestine have often been subsumed
within the struggles within and between nationalist movements.18

Immigration, Residency, and Deportation
Deportations served several purposes across the colonial world beginning in earnest
in the late nineteenth century. Deportation functioned as a practice of power, as well
as a form of social engineering in settler colonial states.19 They also established
deported individuals as unfit for citizenship or continued residence in a particular
territory.20 The increased mobility of peoples across the Middle East and North Africa
in the years before and after World War I, meanwhile, clashed with new methods of
controlling mobility in the region, and across Europe and the Americas, too. From
1920, deportation policy in Palestine evolved to reinforce immigration regulations
and citizenship legislation in keeping with the British commitment to favor the
establishment of a Jewish national home, first articulated in the Balfour Declaration
of 1917 and later written into the Mandate charter.
In 1920, the new head of the civil administration in Palestine, High Commissioner
Herbert Samuel, issued the first Immigration Ordinance. Although successive
Mandate administrators amended the 1920 ordinance, its core retained the preference
for European Jewish immigrants over others (including Jews and non-Jews from
Arab or former Ottoman territories). The most secure path to immigration was laid
out for those of certain independent financial means – measured by holdings in land,
business, stocks or savings – as well as members of certain professions, as long as
they, too, proved financial independence and the existence of jobs in their sector.21
Through a quota system, Jewish workers with employment prospects in Palestine
could apply for immigration certificates whose number was determined each quarter.
British authorities granted the Zionist Organization the exclusive right to manage the
approval and distribution of permits to Jewish applicants.22
This left Arab and other non-Jewish workers with limited legal routes to enter and
remain indefinitely in Palestine. Most foreign laborers and travelers could not legally
settle in Palestine for more than three months.23 Once in Palestine, temporary workers
and travelers who met one of certain specific immigration categories could apply for
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permanent leave to remain, offering a chance to naturalize as a Palestinian citizen.
How many did so is uncertain: naturalization records do not show whether applicants
came to Palestinian initially as workers or travelers, although their visa class is often
given. Some migrants, alongside refugees and extended family of Palestinian citizens,
simply overstayed their permission and made Palestine their home.
A new legal framework imposed throughout British colonial territories by the early
twentieth century required documentary proof of citizenship (such as birth certificates
or passports) to legally enter a country for either travel or work.24 Manual laborers did
not normally carry birth certificates, let alone passports, when they crossed Palestine’s
borders. When found in Palestine without these documents, they could be deported.
Similarly, when noncitizen residents left their homes in Palestine and crossed borders
to visit family or conduct business, for example, they forfeited their legal claims
to habitual residence.25 In Palestine, deportations increased after 1933 when the
government, on advice from the police and the Department of Immigration, began
prosecuting persons for undocumented presence. Migrants apprehended by authorities
soon after crossing a frontier could be expelled without any legal proceedings, even
though this did not necessarily mean that they had only just entered Palestine. In cases
of residents of long standing who had merely traveled to a neighboring territory, the
quick deportation left no time to inform family or employers, gather belongings from
their homes, or arrange for those homes (or other property) to be sold or looked after.
In most cases, swift police and Immigration Department action meant that deportees
would be removed to a neighboring country where they had no home.
To be lawfully settled in Palestine, and thus eligible for naturalization, an individual
needed to have a valid visa that allowed for settlement, and must have lived in Palestine
for an uninterrupted period of at least two of the three years immediately preceding
their application. Immigration officials meticulously checked applicants’ passports
to verify whether they had resided elsewhere during that timeframe or held travel
documents issued by another state.26 For those unable to naturalize, the administration
in 1941 instituted an amnesty for all “illegal” migrants who had entered Palestine
before August 1933, had no police record, and had never left the territory since first
entering. While in theory the amnesty was a step toward regularizing the status of
thousands of long-term resident migrants and their families, in reality it did little
to prevent deportation. Migrants and displaced persons who had entered Palestine
without permission before August 1933 had no record with frontier control officials
that could verify their dates of arrival. Anyone caught without proof of continuous and
uninterrupted residence faced removal. In addition, any migrant convicted of even a
minor infraction was not eligible for amnesty.
Documentation was thus central to the government’s attempts to deport migrants
from Palestine, as well as migrants’ attempts to mediate social and political relationships
with the state and local authorities. In cases of deportation, individuals presented
a range of documents to argue against their removal: deeds to show ownership of
their homes or storefronts, identity cards (although cards did not come into wider use
until after 1938), birth certificates, mukhtars’ certificates, statements from employers,
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colleagues, religious authorities, and neighbors. Migrants produced documents not
only to try to satisfy the letter of the law, but to make emotional and commonsensical
arguments about their establishment of Palestine as their home, and to evoke the loss
(material and affective) if they were to be removed from that home.27 Socio-economic
background played a significant role here: migrants who could not produce deeds of
homeownership, or who could not afford lawyers to help gather pages of paperwork to
back up petitions, could not mount successful cases against removal. Labor migrants
who overstayed work visas or entered Palestine without permission may have had
nothing to prove “connection” with their residences. Even though their petitions
demonstrate a desperate reliance on meager incomes, immigration officials easily
dismissed their pleas to rescind deportation orders.

Evocations of Home, Livelihood, and Family
Migrants from varied backgrounds perceived and argued on behalf of Palestine as
their home for different reasons. Class, gender, and family situation were all intimately
linked to the articulations of belonging by actors who sought to remain in their homes
legally. The following section introduces the “belonging” discourses mobilized in
migrants’ petitions, letters, and statements made to Mandate authorities. In doing so, it
also underscores the motivations that led migrants of different backgrounds, including
ethno-religious backgrounds, to make Palestine their home.
Noncitizen Arabs and non-Arabs, including Middle Eastern Jewish migrants, built
their homes, businesses, and families in Palestine despite lacking legal permission to
reside within the Mandate’s borders. The experiences of the journey to Palestine, and
of building homes and houses once settled, differed for migrants according to class,
family ties, and financial situation. As elsewhere, power differentials within migrant
communities ensured that wealthy migrants, displaced migrants, and seasonal or
unskilled laborers did not share homogenous goals, outlooks, or perceptions of their
original or adopted homes.28 Yet, neither the more affluent nor the less prosperous
migrants whose stories are cited here expressed a desire to return to the places that
the Palestine authorities insisted to be their homes. Over time, noncitizens’ structures
of home acquired financial, personal, and social meaning as they also offered their
inhabitants a direct connection with the physical space of Palestine. This link, as well
as the time, money, and care devoted to homes, businesses, and the local economy – in
other words, migrants’ contributions – manifested itself in the language of citizenship,
belonging, and homeland in migrants’ and residents’ challenges to deportation orders.
More affluent migrants who entered Palestine without a legal visa, or who
overstayed their temporary visa, often had the means to set up their homes with larger
families, while they also sought permission to remain in Palestine in order to tend to
their businesses. It was not uncommon for these individuals to have children while
in Palestine. They raised young families in the social and educational landscapes of
towns and cities, thus creating familial as well as employment roots in those places.
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Some of them promoted their “capitalist” skills and backgrounds and their civic
participation to demonstrate their contribution to the Palestinian economy and society.
Muhammad J., a Syrian merchant who came to Palestine in 1939, applied for
naturalization in 1942. As evidence of his residence for two out of the preceding three
years, he submitted to the Department of Immigration the birth certificates for three
of his four children born in Palestine and a certificate of lease for his house in Haifa.
A mukhtar in Haifa and a building materials merchant company provided letters of
recommendation for Muhammad to the effect that he had resided continuously in
Palestine for two of the previous three years. But by his own admission, Muhammad
had been outside of Palestine for 279 days over the previous two years.29 This should
have disqualified his application since immigration regulations stressed continuous
residence during applicants’ time in Palestine. Muhammad’s application, however,
was approved and he received naturalization even though he did not meet the residency
qualifications.
While some Middle Eastern Jews faced removal from Palestine if they entered
without permission, those of a certain socio-economic background had a better
chance at convincing immigration and police authorities that their home was indeed
in the territory. Dr. Mehdi L., an Iranian Jewish merchant, entered Palestine in 1933
and settled in Tel Aviv. He worked as a merchant, often traveling to Europe on
business related to pharmacy stock. In 1948, as violence spread throughout Palestine
in anticipation of British withdrawal, Mandate officials frustrated Mehdi’s return
after a business trip. Mehdi eventually crossed back in Palestine, but authorities
questioned why he should be able to remain there. Finding no evidence to answer the
latter query, migration officials emphasized that Mehdi had an established business
in Iran as well as a home there. Mehdi, in response, pleaded to be able to continue
traveling to and from Palestine. He stressed that his son attended school in Palestine,
he owned his house there outright, and had been a resident for fifteen years. As a
compromise, the Immigration Department asked that Mehdi promise to liquidate his
business in Iran and sell his home there in order to be recognized as a permanent
resident of Palestine.30
Less prosperous migrants and manual or temporary laborers were often less
successful in their efforts to gain legal residency or citizenship, but they nevertheless
made claims based on long-standing residence and contribution to society. The
discourse of a right to remain in one’s home on account of long-standing residence
is particularly strong in petitions against removal by those who entered Palestine in
the mid-1920s or earlier.31 Sudanese-born Ahmad K. arrived in Palestine at the end of
World War I. He worked for the British Army at Haifa from 1918 until the late 1920s
before becoming a storekeeper for the Haifa–Baghdad Road Company, a position he
continued to hold in the 1940s. After several applications for recognition as a lawful
resident and requests for a Sudanese passport through the Egyptian Consulate in
Jerusalem, in 1942 the government issued him a deportation order. In pleading with
the chief secretary of the Mandate government to be allowed to stay in Haifa, Ahmad
stressed that he had never changed his residence during his long time in Palestine.
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In a separate petition to the high commissioner, Ahmad implored that he be granted
permanent residency “in the name of humanities and the British Justice [sic].”32 In
his petitions, Ahmad included declarations from employers and a mukhtar to confirm
that, in his own words, “I am in no way an immigrant.” Ahmad, then nearly sixty
years old, begged the government to consider that in his twenty-four years in Haifa
he “never committed any punishable act whatsoever,” had never depended on “any
benevolent institution,” and “always earned my living honorably and by the sweat
of my brow.”33 Through his contributions to Palestine, the place became home. The
petitions and evidence came to naught: the deportation order forced Ahmad from the
home he had made over decades in Haifa.
Others sought to impress upon Mandate authorities the destabilizing and downright
devastating impact that deportation would have on them and their families. ‘Abd alHasan A., his wife and their four children, all under thirteen years old, abandoned
their home and any possessions they could not carry with them after he received a
deportation order from the Palestine Police. ‘Abd al-Hasan entered Palestine from
Lebanon in the late 1930s seeking work. He spent ten years employed as a barber
in Haifa, where he raised his young family, before going on trial for contravention
of the Immigration Ordinance. In 1947, facing the overland return to Lebanon with
his children and belongings, ‘Abd al-Hasan begged the Mandate government to
understand: “I am a very poor man and there is nothing in this world that I own. All
my relations with the Lebanon have been severed since my entry into Palestine.”34
In his petition, he addressed his clean record and that the “inevitable result of
my deportation will be the starvation of my family to death.” He pleaded that the
government allow his family to remain in Palestine to enable him to earn a living “for
this unfortunate family.” Another meaning of home emerges through ‘Abd al-Hasan’s
narrative: Palestine became home through establishing a family there, by marrying
and having children. Men faced with deportation mention their wives and mothers
frequently in their claims to Palestine as home. Men whose wives gave birth in
Palestine emphasized this in their appeals to legitimize their jus sanguinis connection
to the physical space of the Mandate. In some petitions against deportation, children
born in Palestine are depicted as Palestinian. Minors, too, used the same argument
against forced removal: their birth in a territory entitled them to citizenship. By the
1930s, district officials and mukhtars dutifully recorded births across Palestine and
families received certificates. Although they were no guarantee against deportation,
birth certificates offered documentary evidence to home that men and women without
children could not procure.
Women also migrated to Palestine to make new homes for themselves or with
their children. Saltiya B., who faced removal from her home in Palestine in the
early 1940s, was, like other women, disadvantaged by immigration, residence, and
nationality legislation as she attempted to claim Palestine as her home.35 Saltiya had
taken her husband’s Transjordanian nationality upon marriage and, until 1925, lived
with her husband and his family in Transjordan. However, her husband disappeared
suddenly – supposedly for America – and left Saltiya and her infant child behind.
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Saltiya traveled with her daughter to Jerusalem to search for her husband and prevent
his departure. Unsuccessful, she remained in Palestine for nearly two decades, raising
her daughter and living in her own home in Jerusalem during these years. Since her
husband had not legally divorced her before leaving, Saltiya retained Transjordanian
nationality. In 1943, she applied for recognition as a Palestinian citizen under Article
1 of the Palestine Citizenship Order-in-Council claiming she was a Turkish (that is,
Ottoman) subject habitually resident in Palestine in 1925, the date the order came into
effect. However, the Immigration Department declined her request because she was
married to a Transjordanian at the time the citizenship order came into law.36 Saltiya
fervently maintained her right to remain in her home in Palestine with her daughter
as a resident and citizen and used precedents set by other women to advocate for
herself. Her petition to the High Commissioner referenced a 1939 case, in which the
Department of Immigration granted passports to a woman and her son in a similar
situation. The woman’s husband had also left the family to travel abroad prior to
1925 and never returned. The department deemed the wife and son no longer “bound”
to the husband’s nationality due to the lapse of time and lack of contact from him.
Saltiya stressed that Nada, her own daughter, had “the full right” to claim a passport
and continue to live in Palestine for the same reasons. Despite the appeal, the High
Commissioner refused to give the case further consideration.37 Both women were
forced to leave the only home they had known for twenty years.
Chahlah S. N., an Iraqi Jewish woman, had entered Palestine on a one-year traveler
visa in 1939, but gave birth there before the visa expired. She sent an urgent request
for permission to stay for an additional year, insisting that Palestine as her home and,
as she wrote, she could not travel back to Iraq so soon after giving birth. Here, though,
Chahlah’s predicament differs from that of many Arab Muslim migrants, particularly
women like Saltiya, who made similar requests to stay in their homes on the basis of
long residence in Palestine. And although Chahlah did not have Palestinian citizenship,
her husband did. She asked to be exempt from immigration rules meant to prevent the
overstay of travelers and promised the government that she intended to legally enter
Palestine once she recovered.38 According to later correspondence, Palestine’s High
Commissioner granted Chahlah an exemption.
In the cases of ‘Abd al-Hasan, Saltiya, and others from the late 1930s and 1940s,
the chief secretary informed migrants they could submit applications for legal
residence through the Department of Immigration after leaving Palestine. This, of
course, did not take into consideration the emotional, financial, and personal toll of
uprooting one’s home and crossing the border to face uncertainty in territories that
were no longer familiar (if they had ever been so). The harm that deportation caused
to non-affluent migrants likely meant they could not afford to try to return legally to
Palestine. For those from neighboring states, proximity did not equate with an easy
deportation. Men and women both, especially those with families in Palestine, faced
return to towns and villages they had not seen for years or even decades. For others,
the very idea of return was precluded by the destruction and mass displacement of
war.
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Orphans and Refugees
For orphans and refugees – often one and the same – deportation meant statelessness
in the most literal sense. Orphan and refugee narratives, including their emphasis on
Palestine as “home,” illuminate under-studied complexities of the interwar period’s
transition from an imperial to national order, a transition that cannot be neatly contained
by nationalist or settler colonial frameworks. Both frames obscure the experiences of
orphans and refugees who found homes in Palestine before and immediately after
World War I.39 From World War I through the early 1940s, multiple waves of refugees
attempted to settle in Palestine. Initially, the largest group were Armenians fleeing
war and genocide. Within this group, orphans without documents, families, or homes
fled from Anatolia to Syria and Lebanon and on to Palestine. During World War II,
refugees from Greece arrived in Palestine for what government and humanitarian
organizations anticipated to be a short stay. For wartime and interwar displaced
persons, Palestine became home. Moreover, these displaced migrants had no alternate
“home” into which to be deported. The following section explores the processes of
settlement and the making of home by refugees and orphans.
Unlike in Syria and Lebanon, where the French conferred Syrian or Lebanese
citizenship on Armenian refugees from the mid-1920s, the Palestine Mandate
authorities did not offer refugees citizenship or automatic permanent residence.40
Armenian refugees who came to Palestine received support from the small Armenian
community that had existed prior to the large-scale massacres of Armenians during
World War I. The Armenian Church, cultural organizations, and political leaders aimed
to reconstruct institutions for Armenians in Palestine.41 This support helped Armenian
refugees establish their homes in Palestine, opening small craft shops and integrating
themselves into the Palestinian Arab community. Armenians used these institutions
and the support provided to them to make claims to Jerusalem and other parts of
the territory as home. Even so, many refugees remained poor. Some found work as
low-wage craftsmen, but others remained unemployed and the threat of deportation
was intertwined with their economic precarity. Unlike poor migrants from other Arab
states, the statelessness of Armenians compounded their precarity. They remained
outside the nationalizing indigenous community and they could not be incorporated
into the settler colonial Zionist one.
While groups of Armenian refugees made their homes in Jerusalem, many had no
identity documents to prove they were, in fact, Armenians who fled from Anatolia
in 1915. Without such documentation, they faced the threat of deportation – and,
thus, loss of their homes and businesses. In the 1930s, some Armenians acquired
Palestinian citizenship by naturalization while others requested identity certificates
from the Armenian Patriarchate in Jerusalem.42 Clearly, however, the question of
many Armenians’ status in Palestine remained unresolved. Though the exact figures
of settled Armenians deported by the Palestine administration are not clear, that they
faced this outcome is in striking contrast to their treatment by the French in Syria and
Lebanon.
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In 1943, police in Haifa arrested Yacoub T., twenty-seven years old, when he could
not produce evidence of what he insisted to be his long domicile in Palestine. While
not made explicit, Yacoub appears to have entered Palestine as an unaccompanied
orphan. Yacoub claimed that he had arrived in Palestine as a child in 1922 and Haifa’s
Armenian vicar stated that he lived in Haifa since at least 1925.43 Yacoub first worked
as a shoemaker in the market during his teenage years, and then in a repair shop
where he slept on the premises.44 He wrote to the chief secretary and stressed his
continuous residence and roots through his employment in Palestine for over twelve
years; the fact that he had no relatives in Syria, Lebanon, or Turkey; and, importantly,
that he had no legal right to reside in those countries after a long residence outside of
them.45 But Yacoub was unable to prove certain details of his residence in Palestine
to the satisfaction of the Mandate authorities. According to the police’s Criminal
Investigation Department (CID), he refused to give details of his country of origin or
any references of people known to him in that country.46 Of course, as an Armenian
refugee born at the time of the genocide, it would have been extremely difficult for
Yacoub to produce references from a refugee camp he left at seven years old or from
the Armenian region of the Ottoman Empire where he was born. Nor were authorities
convinced by the vicar’s testimony. According to the CID: “Past experience has shown
that the Armenian Shoemakers at Haifa cannot be relied on [sic] their statements in
so far as illegal immigrants are concerned.”47 Yacoub continued to argue his case
to remain domiciled in his shop. He succeeded after two years of uncertainty and
repeated petitions and testimonies: the administration rescinded the deportation order
and recognized his long-standing residence.
From the early 1940s, Palestine also served as a place of refuge for thousands
escaping the Axis powers’ occupation of Greece. Greeks, mainly but not exclusively
those from the Aegean, settled in refugee camps in Palestine, Egypt, and Syria under
the auspices of the Middle East Relief and Refugee Administration (MERRA).
Nusayrat camp, south of Gaza, housed most of these refugees in Palestine, and the
Center for Greek Refugees in Jerusalem provided aid and assistance. By the mid1940s, complaints against the camp’s management, the quality of the aid, and the
structures themselves flooded in from refugees, including women who, being without
work, were forced to remain day and night inside Nusayrat camp. The Palestine
Mandate government lamented the shortage of housing for these refugees, as Greek
institutions pressed for all displaced persons, but especially women, to be moved from
tents into proper houses. The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate opened several convents to
refugees because the Mandate’s director of immigration refused to lease other homes
in Jerusalem for their use.48 Over time, numerous Greek refugees left the camp to
reside with relatives in homes in Jerusalem, contrary to British rules.
Not all Greeks entered Palestine through MERRA channels or settled in Nusayrat.
Although Greek wartime refugees could not legally be deported back to Greece,
they remained vulnerable if they did not carry documentation that proved their legal
residence in Palestine or if their life histories reflected more complex realities of
mobility and migration. For example, Costas C., who had arrived in Palestine at age
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twenty-five after the German occupation of Greece in 1941, requested an extension of
stay in 1944. Costas had been born in Cyprus and the director of migration notified him
that he had to leave Palestine and return to Cyprus. Costas explained that, although he
held a British passport due to his birth in Cyprus, he had left Cyprus for Greece at age
fourteen. While the ongoing war made it impossible to return to Greece, he wished
to remain in Palestine. He had no relatives in Cyprus and regarded it “as nothing
more than a strange country.”49 In Palestine, he supported himself financially and
could claim monthly credit. None of this moved the authorities, however, and Costas
eventually left Palestine under threat of deportation.
In large part, cases of deportation in the 1940s were linked to wider British efforts
to prevent unauthorized Jewish immigration.50 Yet these seemed to engender a broader
anti-illegal immigrant sentiment, and cases of long-term residents whose presence
predated the war apparently irked certain British officials. In part, this can be traced to
the Foreign Office’s long-standing view that noncitizens drained imperial resources, a
cost that should be prevented if at all possible. Refugees and orphans, especially those
not claimed by nationalizing states, posed potentially significant drains on welfare,
housing, and other forms of assistance. To Mandate authorities, an easy solution
was to ensure displaced and stateless persons not settle permanently in Palestine
or establish homes or families there. Refugees, for their part, wrote petitions and
challenged authorities from positions of individual marginalization. What appears to
have bolstered these challenges was the solidarity of non-state actors such as churches
to pressure the British to reconsider certain cases.

Conclusion
Syrian-born Muhammad Mustafa Y., whose case opened this article, sought to resist
deportation through emotional evocations of Palestine as home to his extended
family. The family appears to have worked their way up the socio-economic ladder
from working-class origins and, as discussed above, tried to persuade the Mandate
administration to rescind Muhammad’s deportation order so as not to ruin their small
shops and family life. They hoped to ensure that Muhammad would not be sent to Syria
where no home, family, or job awaited him. In fact, Muhammad admitted that his first
entry to Palestine in 1930 was unauthorized, but he nonetheless felt entitled to stay
due to his decade-and-a-half-long residence there, his marriage to a Palestinian wife,
and his three Palestine-born children. Because Muhammad traveled to and from Syria
in the intervening years, and the government considered every reentry to be illegal,
the authorities determined he could not possibly regard Palestine as his true home. On
account of that stance, neither the high commissioner nor the CID would reconsider
deportation. For the government, such visits abroad meant that an individual’s
connection to Palestine was not strong enough to warrant permanent legal domicile
– to allow this space to be “home.” Muhammad’s brother requested the deportation be
postponed in order to allow Muhammad to leave Palestine of his own will and apply
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to the Department of Immigration to return as a lawful, permanent resident. The plea
fell on deaf ears. Rather than face a forced deportation, Muhammad “voluntarily” left
his home in Palestine bound for Syria along with his wife and children.51
Here, we return to the question of how historians can know who is “at home” in
Palestine during the decades before the Nakba, and who gets to make that determination.
The histories and experiences offered here demonstrate that despite individuals’
efforts to successfully prove that Palestine was their home, ultimately the Mandate
bureaucracy determined who could claim home in Palestine. Administrators did this
sometimes pointedly and in an intentionally harsh way, and other times detachedly by
following procedure and precedent. Those who held identity papers or could articulate
capitalist contributions could be at home in Palestine, but those decisions naturally
left out precarious migrants and those who had already been displaced previously. At
the same time, pleas by working-class or less well-off migrants to houses, storefronts,
spouses, children, and parents in Palestine rarely received consideration by colonial
officials. Like imperial and national governments across the world, the British in
Palestine had no appetite to provide relief for persons they did not consider Palestinian
(whether indigenous Arabs or Zionist settlers). Legislation backed up this distaste:
immigration and citizenship regulations did not offer displaced persons, refugees, and
migrants at the bottom of the economic ladder any route toward legal, permanent
residence.
The microhistories of migrants in Mandate Palestine – as individuals, within
families, and as members of communities – underscore the fact that struggles for home
and questions of homeland in Mandate Palestine did not pertain only to Palestinian
Arabs and Zionist Jews. Thousands of noncitizens living in Palestine felt the impact
of settler colonialism, manifested in immigration policies and evictions, before 1948.
In ways different from those of indigenous Palestinian Arabs, the men and women
separated from their homes in Palestine by deportation pushed back against these
processes by claiming their sense of identity through their material houses within the
physical space of the Mandate, and emphasizing their families living, perhaps even
born, in those houses. Most of the time these efforts yielded no positive results, but
other times they did. When they succeeded, “home” had the possibility to become a
concrete, if temporary, place of belonging for non-Zionist migrants.
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